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• Chapel Topics:
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  – race conditions (sync)
  – language additions (reduce)

• Cover lots of HPC material
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Matrix Multiplication

Serial Time: $\Theta(n^3)$
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Matrix Multiplication

Serial Time: $\Theta(n^3)$

Parallel Time: $\Theta(n^2)$ (n processors)
Programming Languages

Conclusions

• Lots of material
• Usually favorite language in class
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- For students with data-structures and discrete math
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- For students with data-structures and discrete math
- Already Sequential and Parallel
- Replaced C with Chapel
  - only teach cobegin and forall
  - ~ 1 day of class time (use tutorial)
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- Two Algorithms:
  - Divide-and-Conquer:
    \[ \Theta(n \log(n)) \rightarrow \Theta(n) \]
  - Brute-Force:
    \[ \Theta(n^2) \rightarrow \Theta(n) \]

Divide-and-Conquer is more difficult to program...
Algorithms

Conclusion

Little Class Time to Teach,
Students learn Parallel Theory
Conclusions

- Chapel has easy-to-learn parallel constructs
- Less time lecturing, more time using
- Useful in different contexts
Conclusions

- Wittenberg: modest linux cluster
  - speedup noticeable
  - bigger cluster would be better
  - biggest problem: cluster issues!
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  – Chapel Education sourceforge mailing list
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Thank You!
Extra Thanks: Ernie Heyder